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APPLICATION NOTE 4414

Level Shifting Digital Signals
By: Budge Ing
Aug 18, 2009
Abstract: With only a single-polarity power supply, digital systems often have a problem translating an
opposite-polarity pulse train into a positive or negative pulse output. This application note presents three
simple circuits that can level shift the digital signals easily and reliably. The MAX913 comparator is
featured in the designs.
This design idea appeared in the June 22, 2006 issue of Electronic Design magazine.
For positive-supply systems, the circuit of Figure 1 transforms a negative pulse train into positive output
pulses. The comparator shown (MAX913) provides both in-phase and out-of-phase outputs. (If the
system requires only one output phase, you can choose an alternative single-output comparator.) Voltage
at the inverting input swings between 1.8V and 3.0V; R1 = R2 sets the noninverting input voltage to
2.5V. Outputs for the comparator shown then provide positive pulse trains.

Figure 1. Operating on a positive supply, this circuit accepts negative input pulses and produces
complementary bipolar outputs.
For negative-supply systems, the circuit of Figure 2 transforms a positive pulse train into negative output
pulses. Voltage at the inverting input swings between -1.8V and -3V; R1 = R2 sets the noninverting input
voltage to -2.5V. The complementary comparator outputs provide negative pulse trains.
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Figure 2. Operating on a negative supply, this circuit accepts positive input pulses and produces
complementary bipolar outputs.
Figures 3 and 4 use the comparator as a buffer, thereby providing an interface for systems in which the
input signal and the system supply voltage have opposite polarities. The Figure 3 circuit enables a
system with a positive supply voltage to accept negative pulses. In Figure 4, the input signal is positive
and the system supply is negative. Both circuits use an NPN transistor to level shift the comparator's
outputs by VBE (R5 + R4)/R5 ≈ 4.5V. (For single-phase outputs, you can choose an alternative singleoutput comparator.)

Figure 3. This circuit translates negative output to positive output pulses. It operates with a negative
comparator supply and a positive system supply.
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Figure 4. This circuit translates positive output to negative output pulses. It operates with a positive
comparator supply and a negative system supply.
Related Parts
MAX913

Single/Dual, Ultra-Fast, Low-Power, Precision TTL
Comparators

Free Samples
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